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This addition to the Badger Biographies series tells the story of four young
inventors who shared a dream: to create the best motorized bicycle in America.
Their turn of the century aspirations took them from a backyard machine shop to
a highly successful business empire - and all in the span of just a few years. With
grit, determination, and not a little elbow grease, Bill Harley and the Davidson
brothers - Arthur, William, and Walter - used their engineering and machine-
shop expertise to continually perfect their designs and present the best possible
products to the American public. Along the way they made their mark on the
racing circuit and introduced safety measures that continue to this day. After
their deaths, their sons and daughters continued this legacy, buying back the



company after it changed hands and re-establishing Harley-Davidson as the king
of the motorcycle world. From the old Knucklehead, Panhead and Shovelhead
motors to the Evolution, Revolution and Twin Cam engines that followed, the story
of Harley and the Davidsons remains one of the great success stories of the 20th
century. Welcomed at end of the 19th century as the solution to the severe problem
of horse manure in city streets, electric trucks soon became the norm for short-
haul commercial deliveries. Though reliable, they were gradually replaced by
gasoline-powered trucks for long-haul deliveries--although a fleet of electric milk
trucks survived in Great Britain into the 1960s. Industrial electric vehicles never
disappeared from factories and ports. During the past decade, with the
availability of the lithium-ion battery, the electric truck is back on the road for all
payloads and all distances. The fourth in a series covering the history and future
of electric transport, this book chronicles the work of the innovative engineers
who perfected e-trucks large and small. Salt and Roses is a collection of essays
from May Davidson, co-inventor of the Maine Buoy Bell and author of Whatever
it Takes, that offers an intimate look at her love affair with the State of Maine
and her years working and living along the coast with her late husband Jim. Join
Davidson as she reminisces about hunting for blueberries in the Maine woods
behind her parents inn, spending the night on a rollicking fish carrier, facing off
against a wild Jersey cow, and all the other merits of life on the Maine coast.
Ford Tough: 100 Years of Ford Trucks tells the entire Ford truck story from the
very beginning, when Ford got its start in truck production. A vivid visual record
of America's most popular pickup trucks The most complete history available of
Ford's greatest pickup A comprehensive compilation of detailed specifications and
photos of over 50 years of Ford pickups A year-by-year review of the Ford F-
series pickups Detailed information on prices and options Examines in detail both
limited edition and mass-produced F-series pickups Loaded with color photos
including Lightnings, Harley-Davidson and King Ranch F-series. This book
examines all aspects of the history of one of Ford Motor Company's greatest
successes: the F-series pickups. Complementing a detailed text examining annual
model changes, options, specifications and the unique appeal of Ford's limited-
edition and high-performance pickups are hundreds of illustrations, nearly all in
color. "Titan is big red truck. He pulls all kind of things. He's big and strong and
powerful, and shines with lots of bling! People they depend on him for mail, for
food and freight ... 'Cause Titan pulls the trailers, with loads that can't be
late!"--Back cover. For over half a century Davidson’s Principles and Practice of
Medicine has informed and educated students, doctors and other health



professionals all over the world, providing a comprehensive account of the
practice of medicine. Davidson’s Essentials of Medicine provides the core content
of the main textbook in a condensed format which will be invaluable whenever
you are on the move – whether commuting, travelling between training sites, or on
electives. This book provides a distillation of the core information required for
clinical studies in medicine. While retaining the acclaimed readability of the main
textbook it presents the key information in a format more appropriate for
practical clinical work. The scope of the contents was carefully selected by a team
of junior doctors, emphasising only the topics that will be essential for clinical
studies. The text draws directly on the depth and breadth of experience of the
Davidson’s authors and its International Advisory Board. Updated to include key
changes and new illustrations included in Davidson’s Principles and Practice of
Medicine. New chapters on Acute Medicine and Ophthalmology Includes the
decisions and orders of the Board, a table of cases, and a cross reference index
from the advance sheet numbers to the volume page numbers. Looks at how
branding and the employees of Harley-Davidson helped in rebuilding its image.
Harley-Davidson: words that evoke the open American road and the 'Made in
America' tradition like no others. The sweeping chopper handlebars, the
distinctive throaty 'potato potato' roar of the engine and the unmistakable logo are
all emblems recognized the world over. This book expertly ties together the
mechanical evolution of the Harley's engines – from the earliest motorized pedal
bicycles to the iconic heavyweight twin cylinder V-engines we know and love today
– and the social history of the brand's phenomenal rise in the twentieth century, as
innovative survivor of the Great Depression, supplier of the military during both
World Wars and enduring symbol of freedom and rebellion in movies such as
'Easy Rider'. It is fully illustrated with pictures of the bikes and those who have
ridden them as well as beautiful examples of H-D's distinctive design aesthetic in
advertising and collectibles. The lavishly illustrated companion book to the
upcoming permanent exhibit at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American
History and tie-in with History Channel five-part series on transportation. 30,000
first printing. 22 Contains full-color photographs and descriptions of
approximately one hundred Harley Davidson motorcycles produced since 1903.
"Learn about some of the most iconic pickup trucks on the road with the All about
Trucks series"-- Titan is a big red truck. He pulls all kinds of things. He's big and
strong and powerful, and shines with lots of bling! His driver's name is Barry, or
Baz if you're his mate. Together their haul trailers, with loads that can't be late!
19 Numerous wheeled armoured fighting vehicles have seen service in the US



armed forces on and off for over 80 years. There have been various changes of
policy and twice, after the Second World War and Vietnam, they went out of
favour but their use is now well established. This well researched and superbly
illustrated book describes all the different types and variants since the first M1
was ordered in 1931. The M8 armoured car was widely used during World War
Two but it was not until Vietnam that further wheeled AFVs came into service,
notably the M706 armoured car. After a lull the US Marine Corps adopted the
Light Armoured Vehicle (LAV) in 1983. The US Army first used armoured
Humvees in 1994 and variants remain in service (M1141 and M1116). Other types
today include the Guardian (M1117) and the Army version of the LAV names the
�Stryker�. To meet the operational requirements of Iraq and Afghanistan the
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle (MRAP) was ordered in bulk from
2007. A truck driver's tractor-trailer is more than just a vehicle or a tool for
making a living. It is a calling card, a personal statement, a way of life. Truckers
take as much joy and pride in modifying their rigs as hot-rodders and car
customizers. Bette Garber present some two dozen of the most interesting and
creative custom trucks to be seen on the roads today. Each feature tells the story of
the men and women who modify and drive these trucks, including the tricks of the
trade. All are featured in full-color photography that highlights the flash,
incredible detail, and personal touches of custom semi trucks. The book also
provides an overview of the truck-show scene and what makes for an award-
winning rig. NATIONAL BESTSELLER Named a Best Book of 2021 by
Newsweek, the San Francisco Chronicle, The Washington Post, and the Los
Angeles Times “A glorious book—an assured novel that’s gorgeously told.” —The
New York Times Book Review “An incredibly moving epic about an unforgettable
family.” —CBS Sunday Morning “[An] absorbing novel…I felt both grateful to
have known these people and bereft at the prospect of leaving them behind.”
—The Washington Post A stunning novel about love, work, and marriage that
asks how far one family and one community will go to protect their future.
Colleen and Rich Gundersen are raising their young son, Chub, on the rugged
California coast. It’s 1977, and life in this Pacific Northwest logging town isn’t
what it used to be. For generations, the community has lived and breathed timber;
now that way of life is threatened. Colleen is an amateur midwife. Rich is a tree-
topper. It’s a dangerous job that requires him to scale trees hundreds of feet
tall—a job that both his father and grandfather died doing. Colleen and Rich
want a better life for their son—and they take steps to assure their future. Rich
secretly spends their savings on a swath of ancient redwoods. But when Colleen,



grieving the loss of a recent pregnancy and desperate to have a second child,
challenges the logging company’s use of the herbicides she believes are responsible
for the many miscarriages in the community, Colleen and Rich find themselves on
opposite sides of a budding conflict. As tensions in the town rise, they threaten the
very thing the Gundersens are trying to protect: their family. Told in prose as clear
as a spring-fed creek, Damnation Spring is an intimate, compassionate portrait of
a family whose bonds are tested and a community clinging to a vanishing way of
life. An extraordinary story of the transcendent, enduring power of love—between
husband and wife, mother and child, and longtime neighbors. An essential novel
for our times. 
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